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Abstract. When solving a constraint satisfaction problem by using systematic algorithms it is needed to expand and explore a search tree to
ﬁnd a solution. In this work we study both binary and k-way branching
schemes while they interact with various variable ordering heuristics, and
how those interactions aﬀect the cost of ﬁnding a solution to diﬀerent
instances. Both branching schemes have been used in previous investigations and it is not straight forward to determine the conditions that make
one branching scheme better than the other. But we provide evidence
that, in order to decide, variable ordering heuristics play a major role
in the performance of these branching schemes. This study is intended
to work as a preliminary study to develop hyper-heuristics for branching
schemes in combination with variable ordering heuristics. The ﬁnal part
of the analysis presents a very simple naive hyper-heuristic that randomly
applies binary and k-way branching as the search progresses in combination with some well known variable ordering heuristics. The scope of this
paper is to explore the interactions between diﬀerent variable ordering
heuristics and these two branching schemes, in order to produce some relations between their performance. We expect these relations to be used
in further studies as the basis for more robust hyper-heuristics that take
into consideration the information gathered in this investigation.
Keywords: Constraint Satisfaction, Hyper-heuristics, Branching Schemes,
Variable Ordering Heuristics
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Introduction

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is deﬁned by a set of variables X,
where each variable is associated a domain Dx of values subject to a set of
constraints C [23, 39]. The goal is to ﬁnd a consistent assignment of values to
variables in such a way that all constraints are satisﬁed, or to show that such
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consistent assignment does not exist. CSP belong to the NP-Complete class [18]
and there is a wide range of theoretical and practical applications like scheduling,
timetabling, cutting stock, planning, machine vision, temporal reasoning, among
others (see for example [17], [27], [13] and [3]).
Several modern methods to solve CSP exist [14, 37], and solutions are found
by searching systematically through the possible assignments to variables or by
slightly modifying an initial complete and unfeasible solution. In all cases the
solution process is guided by heuristics. It is a common practice to use depth
ﬁrst search (DFS) to solve CSPs. When using DFS to solve a CSP, every variable
represents a node in the tree and the deeper we go in that tree, the larger the
number of variables that have already been assigned a feasible value. Every time
a variable is instantiated, a consistency check occurs to verify that the current
assignment does not conﬂict with any of the previous assignments given the
constraints within the instance. When an assignment produces a conﬂict with
one or more constraints, the instantiation must be undone, and a new value must
be assigned to that variable. When all the feasible values for a variable have been
tried and failed, the value of a previously instantiated variable must be changed
(this is known as backtracking [5]). Backtracking always goes up one single level
in the search tree when a backward move is needed. One of the many ways to
reduce the search space is using constraint propagation, where the idea is to
propagate the eﬀect of one instantiation to the rest of the variables due to the
constraints among them. Thus, every time a variable is instantiated, the values
of the other variables that are not allowed due to the current instantiation are
removed from the respective domains.
The two most used approaches used to expand the search tree are binary
and k-way branching. Binary branching is in fact, a particular case of domain
splitting branching [30] when the pivot is selected to be the ﬁrst value in the
domain of the selected variable. The performance of domain splitting for diﬀerent
pivots has not properly been studied and is a topic beyond the scope of this
investigation. Here we will use binary branching instead of domain splitting
because binary branching is easier to explain, more used in practice, and requires
fewer parameters to be tuned.
With k-way branching an instance P is solved as follows. Select a variable x
with domain Dx = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vm }. For each v ∈ Dx , we restrict P by setting
x = v, and recursively try to solve the remaining instance. P has no solution
if and only if none of the m possible values for variable x produces a feasible
solution given the current instantiated variables. In binary branching, the ﬁrst
choice point creates two alternatives, x = v1 and x ̸= v1 . The left branch is explored; if the branch fails, or if all solutions are required, the search backtracks
to the choice point, and the right branch is followed instead. Crucially, the constraint x ̸= v1 is propagated, before a second point is created between x = v2
and x ̸= v2 , and so on.
With binary branching, the subtrees resulting from successive assignments
to a variable are not explored independently; propagating the removal of a value
from the current domain of the variable on the right branch can lead to further
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domain reductions. This propagation aﬀects the search when future values of the
variable are considered. Hence, the order in which values are assigned has more
eﬀect in the search compared to k-way branching [35]. Nevertheless the apparent
diﬀerence in the way they work, most of the research performed on CSPs has
used k-way branching, and only a few extra studies on the comparison between
some branching strategies have been reported [2, 22, 30, 36].
In some cases, because of the ordering heuristics used, binary branching ends
up simulating k-way branching [30]. To see why, consider a pure binary backtracking search with variable ordering based on the MRV heuristic [21] (a heuristic that selects the variable with the smallest domain size). If we select variable
x because it has the smallest domain size m, the right branch will produce an
instance where x has also the minimum domain size (m − 1). Although, this may
be the case, the cost of the search may still be diﬀerent because of the way the
values are to be removed from the domains. Thus, we need a way to analyse if
these branching schemes produce diﬀerent search trees or not, and under which
circumstances the diﬀerences are statistical signiﬁcant.
The eﬀect of the value ordering heuristics in binary branching, comparing
the performance to k-way branching was already studied in [34, 36]. According
to those results, binary branching is not, even with the worst value ordering
heuristic, worse than k-way branching [34, 36]. Thus, it seems that we should always prefer binary branching over k-way branching; but this may not be correct.
In this investigation we have explored the other part of the ordering problem
in CSPs, the one related to variable ordering. We provide evidence that there
are cases where the use of one branching scheme is preferable to the other when
used with a speciﬁc variable ordering heuristic, but we have found no evidence
that supports that one branching scheme is always better than the other for all
variable ordering heuristics.
The research described in this paper is closely related to the work done by
Balafoutis and Stergiou [1] and the one conducted by Lagoudakis and Littman [24].
Balafoutis and Stergiou [1] proposed two adaptive branching heuristics to modify the behaviour of binary branching once a variable ordering heuristic has been
invoked. Their branching heuristics accept or reject the advise of the variable
ordering heuristics once the right branch is to be evaluated. They considered
some variable ordering heuristics and compared their branching heuristics on
them proving that it is possible to obtain reductions in the cost by modifying
the branching strategy as the search progresses. Lagoudakis and Littman [24] described an approach to select branching rules for the Davis-Putnam-LogemannLoveland procedure for SAT [12]. The results obtained in [24] suggest that it
is possible to improve traditional search methods by introducing some decision
making and reasoning on top of them, to produce more robust branching rules.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides information about
the variable ordering heuristics used in this investigation, which along with the
branching scheme, determine the way the tree is expanded and the cost associated to the search. Later, in Sec. 3 we present the experiments that support the
idea that binary and k-way branching are good for diﬀerent regions of the search
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space and we explore the idea of producing a simple hyper-heuristic that uses
both branching schemes during the search to analyse its performance. Finally,
in Sec. 4 we present the conclusion and the future work of this investigation.

2

Background

Before moving onto the variable ordering heuristics used in this investigation, we
need to explain how the CSP instances will be characterized in this document.
There are many features that can be used to describe the instances (see for
example [20]) but the most important properties used for this purpose are the
constraint density p1 and the constraint tightness, p2 .
The constraint density is a measure of the proportion of constraints within
the instance; the closer the value of p1 to 1, the larger the number of constraints
in the instance. The constraint tightness (p2 ) represents a proportion of the
conﬂicts within the constraints. A conﬂict is a pair of values ⟨x, y⟩ that is not
allowed for two variables at the same time 3 . The higher the number of conﬂicts,
the more unlikely an instance has a solution.
2.1

Variable and Value Ordering Heuristics

This investigation includes a small set of ordering heuristics, four for variable
ordering and one for value ordering. For variable ordering we include Minimum
Remaining Values (MRV) [21], Kappa (K) [20], degree (DEG) [4] and MaxConﬂicts (MXC). For value ordering we use Min-Conﬂicts (MNC) [26]. In all
cases, the tie breaking strategy used is the lexical ordering of the variables and
values. In the next lines we brieﬂy describe each one of these heuristics.
Minimum Remaining Values (MRV) [21, 32]. MRV selects the variable with the
smaller number of available values in its domain.
Kappa (K) [20]. K selects the variable that minimizes the value of κ of the
remaining subproblem. κ is a measure of constrainedness which serves as
an indicator of the hardness of the instances with respect to their sizes. For
example, instances with κ ≪ 1 have many solutions while instances with
κ ≫ 1 are likely to be unsatisﬁable. κ is calculated as follows:
∑
−
log2 (1−pc )
c∈Cx
(1)
κ=
log (Dx )
2

where Dx represents the domain size of variable x, Cx all the constraints
where variable x participates and pc the fraction of unfeasible tuples of values
in constraint c.
3

In this investigation we have used conﬂicts that involve only pairs of values because we are using binary CSPs. For constraints of arity a, an a-tuple has to be
used. The approach is able to work with constraints of any arity without additional
modiﬁcations.
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Degree (DEG) [16, 38]. DEG prefers the variables connected to the maximum
number of uninstantiated variables (forward degree of the variable).
Max-Conﬂicts (MXC) is a very simple and fast heuristic, and the main idea
is to select the variable that is involved in the largest number of conﬂicts
among the constraints in the instance. This instantiation will produce a
subproblem that minimises the number of conﬂicts among the variables left
to instantiate.
The value ordering heuristic Min-Conﬂicts (MNC) [26], is one simple heuristic
that prefers the value involved in the minimum number of conﬂicts. This heuristic
is trying to leave the maximum ﬂexibility for subsequent variable assignments. If
we select the value that is involved in the minimum number of conﬂicts, we can
suppose that the resulting subproblem will have more solutions than the other
subproblems. This heuristic is the direct implementation of the ‘most promising’
principle for value ordering [19].
2.2

Hyper-heuristics

Hyper-heuristics are motivated with the goal of automating the design of heuristic methods to solve hard computational search problems [6]. Although ‘hyperheuristic’ is a relatively new term [10], the idea of automating the design/selection
of heuristics can be traced back to the early 1960’s, when Fisher and Thompson [15] suggested that combining priority dispatching rules would produce a superior performance than using any of the rules in isolation. According to Burke
et al. [8], hyper-heuristics can be divided into two main categories: methodologies
that select from a ﬁxed set of heuristics and generate new heuristics. Regarding
hyper-heuristics that select among existing heuristics, they produce a mapping
between the states of the problem and a feasible heuristic. These methodologies maintain a set of heuristics and then, as the problem changes, decide which
heuristic to apply. Examples of these methodologies (although not all of them use
the term ‘hyper-heuristic’ to refer to their approaches) include [31],[28],[11] and
[29]. On the other hand, hyper-heuristics that produce heuristics identify critical
parts of existing heuristics to create new ones [7]. This study intends to obtain
information about the interactions between branching schemes and variable ordering heuristics that could be used in the future to produce hyper-heuristics for
branching and variable ordering within CSPs.

3

Experiments and Results

In this section we present the set of experiments conducted during this investigation. These experiments were designed to observe the behaviour of binary
and k-way branching on diﬀerent instances and working together with distinct
variable ordering heuristics. The ﬁrst experiment is designed to identify whether
there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the performance of the two branching schemes
in diﬀerent regions of the search space, when using distinct variable ordering
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heuristics. The second experiment explores the impact of the variable ordering strategy in the performance of each branching scheme when tested on more
speciﬁc and larger instances. In the ﬁnal experiment we study the eﬀect of combining the two branching schemes as the search progresses by using a very simple
hyper-heuristic approach.
3.1

Is One Branching Scheme Better than the Other?

Our ﬁrst experiment is designed to conﬁrm that there are diﬀerences in the
performance of the two branching schemes according to the initial values of p1
and p2 of the instance to solve. For this reason, we produced a grid of random
instances where each instance contains 20 variables, and each variable has 10
values in its domain. Each cell in the grid covers a region of 0.05 × 0.05 in the
space p1 × p2 (each grid contains 20 × 20 cells). The purpose of such division is
to cover all the space p1 × p2 in such a way that we can map the performance of
some regions of the space to one suitable branching scheme given one variable
ordering heuristic. The resolution of the grid is enough to identify these regions
and it can also be explored in an acceptable time.
For each cell, 30 instances were generated with random values of p1 and p2
within the range of the cell. In this way, 12000 instances were generated and
solved for each grid in this experiment. Because four variable ordering heuristics
are analysed in this investigation, four grids were produced and solved. In all
cases, the cost of the search is measured by the number of consistency checks
required to ﬁnd the ﬁrst solution or to prove than none exists.
Random model B [33] was used to generate the instances. The random instances are generated in two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, a constraint graph G with
n nodes is randomly constructed and then, in the second stage, the incompatibility graph C is formed by randomly selecting a set of edges (incompatible
pairs of values) for each edge (constraint) in G. The parameter p1 determines
how many constraints exist in the CSP instance and corresponds to the constraint density, whereas p2 determines how restrictive the constraints are, and
corresponds to constraint tightness of the resulting instance. In model B, there
should be exactly p1 n(n − 1)/2 constraints (rounded to the nearest integer), and
for each pair of constrained variables, the number of inconsistent pairs of values
should be exactly m2 p2 (where m is the uniform domain size of the variables).
This generation model was selected because it provided the ﬂexibility to produce
instances in the exact region of the space p1 × p2 where we needed them.
Each grid was solved with a distinct variable ordering heuristic. We solved
the 30 instances in each cell in each grid by using binary branching and k-way
branching. MNC was used as value ordering heuristic in all cases. The constraint
propagation method used in all the experiments was AC3 [25]. Then, we statistically compared the cost of the two branching schemes on each cell in the grid to
observe whether the diﬀerences in the performance were statistically signiﬁcant
or not (the cost is given by the number of consistency checks required by the
search; this is, the number of times the constraints are revised). To compare the
means at each point in the grid we used a bilateral hypothesis test based on a
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normal distribution. In each test, we use the null hypothesis H0 : µ2B = µkB
and the alternative hypothesis H1 : µ2B ̸= µkB , where µ2B and µkB stand for
the real means of binary branching and k-way branching, respectively.
Figure 1 presents the results of the the statistical test for each variable ordering heuristic by using the two branching schemes under study. The values of
each cell correspond to the p-values resulting from the test. Thus, the smaller the
value, the stronger the statistical evidence that indicates that both approaches
diﬀer in performance. To be consistent with the statistical notation, the cells
with values below 0.05 conﬁrm the idea that one branching scheme is better
than the other with 5% of signiﬁcance.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. p-values for the statistical test of the two branching schemes under four diﬀerent
heuristics: (a) MRV, (b) DEG, (c) K and (d) MXC (cells with values below 0.05 indicate
signiﬁcant statistical diﬀerence between both approaches with 5% of signiﬁcance)

The statistical tests were performed to identify the regions where one branching scheme was statistically better than the other; not to identify which one was
the best option. For this reason, once we identiﬁed the regions where there was
statistical evidence that the means of the two branching schemes were diﬀer-
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ent, we conducted new tests to identify which was the better branching scheme
for each region. We found that, in all the cases where the statistical evidence
suggests that the schemes are diﬀerent, k-way branching obtained the smallest
average cost. We can conclude that, for the cases where statistical evidence was
found that one approach is better than the other, k-way branching is always
better than binary branching on this ﬁrst experiment.
Trying to understand the diﬀerences in the performance of both branching
schemes, we can observe that in general (and regardless of the heuristic used),
the region where unsatisﬁable instances take place, k-way branching is a better option than binary branching for any of the four variable ordering heuristics.
Even though there is no statistical evidence that supports that binary branching
is better than k-way branching, we observed that there are regions where binary
branching obtains a better mean performance than k-way branching. These regions are located just before the well known transition phase [9]; the region where
the instances abruptly change from being satisﬁable to being unsatisﬁable. Nevertheless, no statistical evidence was found that these diﬀerences are signiﬁcant.
Also, it is important to mention that, in the region where loose constraints take
place (low values of p1 and p2 ), both branching schemes obtain the same cost
for most of the instances.
3.2

The Eﬀect on Larger Instances

We have studied the eﬀect of binary and k-way branching when combined with
four variable ordering heuristics in the space p1 × p2 . In this experiment we
study the performance of these branching schemes on a diﬀerent set of instances
taken from the literature. The set contains 10 random instances produced with
model RB [40] (which is a revision of model B). The set includes 10 satisﬁable
instances, each one with 30 variables and 15 values in each domain. This instances can be obtained from http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/~lecoutre/
research/benchmarks/frb30-15.tgz. The idea behind this new experiment is
to focus on a smaller set of larger instances with diﬀerent features than the ones
used before. Also, it is interesting to observe that in the previous experiment,
k-way branching proved to be a better option for unsatisﬁable instances and, in
this case, all the instances have at least one solution.
For these instances, the interactions between variable ordering heuristics and
branching schemes produce interesting behaviours. Only DEG seems to be statistically sensitive to the choice of the branching scheme. For the remaining variable
ordering heuristics, the diﬀerences in the performance do not represent statistical diﬀerences with 5% of signiﬁcance (this time we used a Welch’s test, which
is a hypothesis test based on t-distribution for small samples). These results are
presented by using the box plot in Fig. 2.
The analysis of the medians conﬁrms our conclusions obtained from the analysis of the means. For MRV, K and MXC, the statistical evidence suggests that
the medians of binary and k-way branching are equal, with 95% of conﬁdence.
This can be concluded because the notches in the box plot overlap. The statisti-
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Fig. 2. Boxplot of the results obtained by each branching scheme on the set of large
satisﬁable instances produced with model RB when combined with each of the four
variable ordering heuristics

cal evidence for DEG indicates that the medians of the two branching schemes
may not me equal.
Once again, as in the previous experiment, we observed diﬀerences in the
performance of the distinct methods which are not statistical signiﬁcant, but
this does not mean that they may not be signiﬁcant in practice. For this reason,
and using only the values from the samples, we can conclude that on this set of
instances:
– Binary branching is always better than k-way branching when using MRV.
– When K is used as variable ordering heuristic, binary branching always obtains the lowest costs.
– Binary branching is never worse than k-way branching when using DEG.
– When MXC is used as variable ordering heuristic, four of the 10 instances
are best solved by using binary branching and the remaining ones are solved
more eﬃciently by using k-way branching.
– We found no case where the both branching schemes produce the same cost.
Thus, we have identiﬁed that there are cases where, in combination with the
variable ordering heuristic, one branching scheme should be preferred above the
other. Now, the question is what occurs when we try to apply these schemes at
diﬀerent stages of the search. This is the purpose of the following experiment.
3.3

A Naive Random Hyper-heuristic: How Diﬃcult is it to
Improve the Branching Schemes?

We have observed that the performance of the branching schemes is aﬀected by
the selection of the variable ordering heuristic. Then, we cannot decide when one
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branching scheme is better than the other without considering the variable ordering heuristic used in the search. In this experiment, we try a very simple way
to analyse the probabilities of success of a naive hyper-heuristic that expands
the search tree by using binary branching at some stages, and k-way branching
at others. For this analysis we propose a naive random hyper-heuristic, which
is deﬁned as follows. There is a probability α that binary branching is applied
(and a probability 1 − α that k-way branching is used instead). At each stage of
the search (every time a variable is to be selected) a random decision is made
based on a uniform random distribution and the current value of α. For small
values of α, it is very likely that k-way branching is used. Thus, when α = 0 the
search imitates k-way branching and, when α = 1, it matches the tree produced
by binary branching. This simple approach is used only to measure the probability of success of random combinations of binary and k-way branching. This
is not intended to be a robust method for producing a real hybrid application;
its purpose is only to show what can occur when we combine these branching
approaches as the search progresses.
For each heuristic, nine values of α were tested: 0.1 to 0.9, by increments of
0.1 (values of 0 and 1.0 were taken from the results obtained in Sec. 3). For each
value of α, ten runs were conducted and the average cost of these ten runs on
the set of instances taken from http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/~lecoutre/
research/benchmarks/frb30-15.tgz is reported. We considered that ten runs
was enough to give us an idea of the behaviour of a naive random hyper-heuristic
on this set of instances. This process is performed for each of the four variable
ordering heuristics. Figure 3 presents the results of this experiment.

Fig. 3. Average costs of diﬀerent values of α for the naive random hyper-heuristic

Before conducting this experiment, we had the hypothesis that there should
be a value of α for which the average cost of solving the set of instances will
be below the cost of both binary and k-way branching. Considering the results
on Fig. 3 we have not found evidence to support our hypothesis. It seems that
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using the two branching schemes at diﬀerent stages of the search by using a
naive random hyper-heuristic that does not consider the current state under
exploration does not help to reduce the cost. On the contrary, the results suggest
that this only increases the cost of the search. We think that the selection of
the branching scheme at diﬀerent stages of the search requires a more reﬁned
mechanism that uses the information from the current state of the space under
exploration to decide the most suitable branching scheme. The evidence suggests
that relying the selection of the branching scheme to be used only on naive
random decisions is not a good idea. What we can conclude from this experiment
is that, if we randomly try to select between the two branching schemes as the
search progresses, we are likely to increase the search cost rather than reducing
it (see for example the performance of MXC on Fig. 3, where the cost of the
search for α = 0.7 is larger than the cost of both binary and k-way branching).
The development of a hyper-heuristic that exploits information from the instances to decide which branching scheme to use at each stage of the search will
be part of a future investigation. At the moment, we have provided evidence that
the use of diﬀerent branching schemes during the search aﬀects the search cost.
The goal for future research is now to propose a mechanism that produces a mapping from problem states to branching schemes and variable ordering heuristics,
similar to the work done on hyper-heuristics for variable ordering [11, 29].

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this investigation we have analysed binary and k-way branching for CSPs
together with some important and widely used variable ordering heuristics. Our
analysis considers the eﬀect of variable ordering during the search on the performance of binary and k-way branching. Based on our observations, there is no way
to state that one of the branching scheme is to be preferred above the other in all
cases. Not only there is much to learn from the interactions between branching
schemes and variable ordering heuristics, but about the ways to exploit when
these interactions produce reductions in the search cost.
One important contribution of this research is the fact that, contrary to
what happens in value ordering (where binary branching is never worse than
k-way branching [34, 36]), variable ordering heuristics require a deeper analysis
to understand their inﬂuence on the branching schemes. At the moment, we
can conclude that binary and k-way branching are variable ordering dependant
and, none of them can be stated to be superior to the other for every instance.
In other words, we can conclude that we cannot analyse the performance of the
branching schemes without considering the variable ordering heuristic to be used
with them.
We have identiﬁed regions where some heuristics are more suitable to work
with one of these branching approaches. It seems that in general, it looks like
for unsatisﬁable instances, it is better to use k-way branching. But, more investigation is still needed to conﬁrm whether these results apply to other classes of
instances. With regard to the classes of instances used, as future work we are
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interested in extending the analysis of the implications in the performance of the
branching schemes by considering real instances to observe how these branching
schemes behave when tested on structured instances.
This investigation will be used as the basis for developing a more challenging idea, which is the generation of hyper-heuristics that control not only the
heuristics used, but the branching schemes at diﬀerent stages of the search. In
order to produce a hyper-heuristic for this problem, we needed to justify that
there are diﬀerences in the performance of the methods to be combined and
that one branching scheme does not dominate the other, which is the case for
the branching schemes studied when they interact with the variable ordering
heuristics described in this investigation.
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